Dose-dependent thermal response of tumor pH and energy metabolism evaluated by in vivo 31P NMR spectroscopy and microelectrodes.
In vivo 31P NMR spectroscopy and pH microelectrodes were employed to measure the energy metabolism and pH of a mammary carcinoma in the flank of the C3H mouse before and serially up to a week after various hyperthermia treatments. Water bath hyperthermia was used to treat the tumor at 43.5 degrees C for 30 min (TCD0/30, NMR measurement only), 1 h (TCD10/30), and 2 h (TCD60/30), respectively. The data indicate that, except at 4 h after TCD60/30 treatment, all pH values measured by NMR (pHn) were significantly higher (P less than or equal to 0.001) compared to pH values measured by microelectrodes (pHe) at all treatment levels and times. The magnitude of the difference between pHn and pHe (delta pH) was significantly decreased from the pretreatment level only at 4 h after hyperthermia treatment (0.51 pH units for TCD60/30 and 0.21 pH units for TCD10/30). The ratio of beta-nucleoside triphosphate to inorganic phosphate (beta-NTP/Pi) and pHn were more sensitive to hyperthermia treatment than pHe. The beta-NTP/Pi ratio failed to recover to the pretreatment ratio after 1 or 2 h hyperthermia treatment, while a total recovery was observed within 72 h for 30 min hyperthermia treatment. Our data suggest that the temporal profile of beta-NTP/Pi, pHn, and delta pH may be indicative of the biological outcome of hyperthermia treatment.